NOBEL
possibility of provoking a general coalition against themselves.
The seconds chosen would naturally be either governments not
concerned in the dispute, or tribunals of the character of the House
of Lords, or of any other high court. I should be exceedingly
happy if I could assist in carrying the work of the Peace Congress
forward, even if it were but a step, and in such a cause I should not
consider expense. This question cannot be regarded as absolutely
Utopian; Henry IV's Government was already seriously engaged
in endeavouring to solve the problem when unhappily Ravaillac
cut their efforts short. Moreover since 1816 there have been 62
cases of arbitration between Governments, a fact which goes to
prove that if the nations are still nearly mad the Governments are
no more than half mad."
This was somewhat vague as a programme for Aristarchi's work,
and there is no suggestion of definite agreements and conditions;
the intention being, as we shall see, that Aristarchi should keep
Nobel informed of peace efforts in Europe, and should also work the
press in support of such efforts and assist them by virtue of his
position as an ex-diplomat, Aristarchi replied at length saying
that he accepted the proposal with enthusiasm. In two memoranda
dealing with it he developed his own views on the question, and
declared that he agreed entirely with Nobel that it was essential
to work gradually with the aim of setting up a " Haute cour." In
October Nobel returned to Paris and they met. Nobel said to
Aristarchi what he had already written to Lewenhaupt, namely
that the whole arrangement was to be an experiment lasting a
year, that Nobel regarded himself as bound for that period, but
that Aristarchi was absolutely at liberty t9 accept another offer if
this should come his way. Aristarchi had no objection to offer.
He undoubtedly made a very favourable impression on Nobel, and
this is substantiated by a letter from Nobel to Lewenhaupt. This
was indeed natural, for to judge by his letters Aristarchi was
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